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92% of children responded that they had
made changes to both diet and exercise.
“I learnt to do more exercise and eat a lot more
fruit and have healthier dinners and lunches
and I will stay this way”
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Foreword
Another Academic year has drawn to a close in our Primary Schools and the Minister’s Sport in School
Programme. Ulster GAA is delighted to be associated with this programme and welcomes the resource
that the Department of Education has committed to the programme.
The success of the programme has grown since its inception. It is an investment in the future. Focusing
on the movement skills and physical literacy of the children will help them to grown as individuals and
equip them with the basic movement skills that they can apply in everyday life, in sports and in the
various leisure pursuits that they will encounter in years to come.
The programme delivers key elements of the benefits of leading a healthy and active lifestyle. Messages
being delivered in curriculum time are reinforced by the coaches when working with the children. From
the evidence presented by the teachers and principals, they believe that the programme has an impact
on children of all levels of ability. Stories about children developing a higher level of self-esteem, more
confident, engaging in teamwork and an interest in physical activity are testimony to the success of this
programme and the hard work by teachers and coaches.
This programme has been well received within the schools. More importantly it has provided an
opportunity for young graduates to get onto the employment ladder, work with experienced teachers
and learn the trade on the job. It has motivated several of our young graduates to move onto full-time
teaching posts or return to college to complete their teacher training. In both cases they go back with a
wealth of knowledge and a level of competence that will make them better graduate teachers.
Ulster GAA would like to acknowledge the commitment of the Minister, her officials and the
Department of Education for making this programme a success. We would like to thank the Education
and Library Boards for their input and support throughout the period. In particular we would like to
thanks Libby Mailey, North Easter Education and Library Board for her assistance at the in-service
programmes and for her advice and guidance. We would like to thank Paul Lawther from the Belfast
Education and Library Board who chaired the work group set up to guide the project. We would also
like to acknowledge the co-operation if the IFA in all of the joint initiatives that allowed the children to
work with coaches from the different Governing Bodies.

“It is an investment in the future. Focusing on the movement skills and physical
literacy of the children will help them to grown as individuals and equip them
with the basic movement skills that they can apply in everyday life, in sports
and in the various leisure pursuits that they will encounter in years to come”

Donall Ó Murchú - Rúnaí
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Glossary of Terms*
Child-centred

Contributing to the development needs of the child by providing increasing
opportunities to participate in sport and physical activity in variety of structured
and unstructured settings.

Disability

Disability is defined in terms of limiting long standing illness for the purposes of
this Report.

Multi Sport

Involvement in a number of sporting activities and/or generic underpinning
activities and tactics that can be promoted within and across a range of sports
e.g. throwing, kicking, attack, defence.

Physical Activity

Involves any bodily movement produced by contraction of the skeletal muscle
that subsequently increases energy expenditure. Such activity may not
necessarily be recognised as sport or physical recreation.

Physical Literacy (PL)

The ability to use body management, locomotor and object control skills in a
competent manner, with the capacity to apply them confidently, through play
and practice, in settings which may lead to sustained involvement in sport and
physical recreation.

ABC, CPKS, RJT

The building blocks of PL – Agility, Balance and Co-ordination (ABC); Catching,
Passing Kicking and Striking (CPKS); Running, Jumping and throwing (RJTs)

Physical Recreation

Based on the needs of the individual, less goal orientated, less constrained by
rules and more spontaneous than sport. May also be considered as sport done
in an informal setting by an individual or on a non-competitive basis.

Sport

All forms of physical activity which through casual or organised participation,
aim at expressing or improving physical fitness and mental wellbeing, forming
social relationships, or obtaining results in competition at all levels.

PDMU

Personal Development and Mutual Understanding

Ulster GAA

Ulster Gaelic Athletic Association

LPISA

Lifelong Involvement in Sport and Physical Activity

Glossary of terms adapted from Sport Matters – NI Strategy for Sport and Physical Recreation 2009-2019*
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1.0 Executive Summary
The Minster’s Sport in Schools Programme has completed its third academic year and it has
grown is stature throughout this period. The programme has been resourced by The
Department of Education with Ulster GAA making a significant financial contribution from its
own resources as it links with the GAA interpretation of the LIPSA Model (Appendix 4).
This is an investment in the future health of our Province. It also embeds the basic movement
and physical literacy skills required for all sports and leisure pursuits and it is evident from the
feedback within this report that it is having a positive impact on the children, teachers and
parents.
PL is about the development of agility, balance and co-ordination (ABCs) and running, jumping
and throwing skills (RJTs) that are required for nearly all sports and leisure pursuits. The
embedding of good bilateral skills around catching, passing, kicking and striking (CPKS) provide
the initial building blocks for children to move onto more specialist sports and leisure pursuits.
The linking of the PL programme into curriculum areas has been a challenge but a key objective
of the programme. Coaches with the assistance of teachers and through in-service opportunities
have consciously made links with curriculum areas (numeracy, literacy, geography, art, the
function of the human body and nutrition and health). Feedback from parents, teachers and
children shows the wider impact the project has on nutrition, health and fitness routines and
the potential long term benefits to the individual, the family and society.
Relating health and physical activity is central to our future. Ulster GAA has developed,
resourced and delivered this into the primary schools. The resource went into the schools in the
spring term and teachers have requested that they get it earlier so that they can utilise the
resource within their curriculum time. It is evident from the research done that the information
provided also had an impact at home in terms of eating habits and exercise.
Developing knowledge and competencies with the graduate coaches, the teachers and the
children has been central to embedding the programme. Coaches have engaged and learnt from
teacher’s expertise in areas such as classroom management, coping with the range of abilities
and curriculum ideas. The teachers have engaged in personal development by assisting with the
specialist PL lessons and activities. This exchange has been central to the programmes success.
Working closely with the IFA, the GAA has jointly hosted a number of FUN days for the
Foundation and Key Stage 1 children in various locations. This was an opportunity to engage
with children from other schools and develop their social and interpersonal skills and well as
engage with physical activity. Part of this day also involved activity around the benefits of
healthy eating and exercise.
Engaging with others on a Cross community basis is central to the programme. Initiatives such as
the ”Game of Three Halves” brought together Key Stage 2 children form different schools to
play games. This initiative involving the Peace Players, IFA, Ulster Rugby and Ulster GAA was the
added value that Ulster GAA encourages during the summer term.
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Coaches supported and encouraged FUN days in the summer term utilising the variety of
different equipment, setting challenges and providing an inclusive, safe, fun and developmental
environment. Where adapted activities and games were required this was provided for those
with any special need or disability. At all times the focus was to include them in the main
activities.
The coaches and the teachers have been on a journey of personal development within this
programme. The environment has been supportive and it has provided an excellent opportunity
for all involved. In-service opportunities for teaches have been provided within regions with
coaches providing an opportunity to take the GAA Foundation Award. Plans are in place to
extend this to the GAA Level 1 Children’s Award. For the coaches regular in-service
opportunities are provided at mid-term and end of term periods. Time was spent developing
their abilities to deal with disabilities and special needs, looking at differentiation within their
delivery and training as tutor to allow them to deliver coaching course directly to teachers.
Ulster GAA’s Provincial Games Manager Terence McWilliams has been central to the success of
the programme. His expertise, enthusiasm and his belief on the importance of movement skills
as building block for the future has been at the front end of the operation. Progressive lesson
plans in all areas of PL have been developed and have been constantly under review
encouraging at all times cross curricular delivery. His development of the coaches’ skills,
knowledge and understanding and his motivation to embed PL is testimony to the success of the
programme.
Excellent work in schools by teachers and
staff needs to be complimented in the
community through clubs and multi-skills
activities. To make the link, schools
coaches have taken on to deliver (often
during their own voluntary time) the
Gaelic Start Programme that focuses on PL
and appropriate games within the
community context. This is supported by a
resource that the coaches have developed
and allows parents and club coaches to
embrace and compliment the work being
done by the coaches in the schools.
Figure 1
Summer schemes provide an outlet Minster receives the Gaelic Start Resource at a FUN day in QUB
for children during this period. The
coaches have engaged locally with the County GAA personnel and in some places have
embedded Nursery Camps within the GAA Cúl Camp programme. This further embeds the
principles around PL and encourages activity outside curriculum time.
A Challenge is to ensure that the good work completed at Foundation and Key Stage 1 is not
wasted. Ulster GAA engages with colleagues within each county to put in place a programme
that supports more sports specific programme from Key Stage 2 on. Schools will not receive a
Ulster GAA Annual Report 2009-2010
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full one year programme, but they do receive support for a term to help embed principles
developed initially in the Minister’s programme through to the next stage.
Coaches are requested to service schools where there is no IFA Minister’s Sport in Schools
coaches. This is fine in a small school where there are only a few classes or children. It avoids
duplication, however where there are a number of classes at the foundation and key stage 1
with significant numbers of children, then the potential exists to get more coaching time within
that school. The needs of the larger schools are different from the small schools and must be
addressed.
Over the period of the programme Ulster GAA has recruited approximately forty graduates onto
the programme. The turnover in personnel has been low but where this has happened it has
been due to coaches securing full-time teaching jobs or in several cases going back to College to
undertake their teacher training. The programme has provided the stepping stone upon which
they have been able to achieve this progression.
At the end of this Academic year we have lost three coaches. One coach has moved on to take a
job with the North American Board as a Games Development Manager in New York. A second
has secured a more long term contract with a Local Authority as a Gaelic Games Promotion
Officer. The third coach has gone back to College to take her Post Graduate i n Teacher
Education. We wish them all well in their future career.
As the programme reaches the end of its current funding period, the wider benefits of the
programme must be recognised. Physical Literacy and the development of movement skills as
preparation for any sport and leisure activity for the future is the focus. However from this
project there are also employment opportunities, training and development of young graduates,
development of competencies and knowledge on the job, health related benefits, physical
activity in the playgrounds, life skills and the development of self esteem and confidence for the
children and inclusion for all abilities.
This programme has received significant investment from the Department and Ulster GAA and it
is hoped that the life of the project will be extended on the basis of the investment made.
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2.0 Project Related initiatives
The Minister’s Sport in Schools Programme has remained focused on the delivery of movement skills
and physical literacy to Foundation and Key Stage One pupils. The programme has provided the
opportunity to promote other key messages around health and activity outside of school and it has
opened doors for children to meet and play with children from other schools and denominations. This
added value work has evolved around the special initiatives outlined below:
Health Booklets
Health Talks
Vision, Decision, Precision
Game of Three Halves
Fun days
GAA/ IFA Joint Initiatives
After Schools Programmes
Schools Sports Days
Coaches Awards for Teachers
Derry Handling Days
Community Links through Gaelic Start

Health Booklets
Ulster GAA produced a Health Booklet to complement the Physical Literacy delivered by the
coaches. The purpose of this booklet was to educate children on healthy lifestyles by providing
an interactive and fun learning resource. It was also designed to engage parents in the learning
process by including information on healthy families at the back of the booklet.
The booklet covered topics such as a balanced diet; the importance of breakfast; five a day;
importance of water; healthy bodies and healthy meal choices. In addition to the puzzles
within each of these areas, the booklet contained a Healthy Eating quiz and a Food Diary for
children to monitor and reflect on their eating.
10,000 of these booklets were produced for distribution to P4 children involved in the DENI
Sport in School’s Programme. Responses on the booklet were sought from children, parents
and teachers so as to establish the worth of this additional feature. It was also deemed
important to ascertain that the content was appropriate and could be integrated into lessons in
class.
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Health Talks
To compliment the PL programme a series of health
talks and workshops took place. These were delivered
to the children as part of Fun days or Activity days run
within Regions of counties. In all cases the sessions
were interactive and involved the children in their own
learning and focused on what to eat and what to avoid
as well as the benefits of exercise.
Other talks were delivered within schools by the
coaches. The sessions in St Mary’s involved all classes
within the whole school. In session 1 the main focus
Figure 3 :
was to question the pupils on their health while they Interactive and engaging discussion around foods
were moving. The pupils had to take part in several Fun
health games as well as answering questions related to
the picture of the body part they were using the most.
Sessions two and three were more related to the pupils’
problem solving through tasks. Each pupil was placed into
a small group and the group was given a sheet. The
session allowed the pupils to think “Outside the Box”
when it comes to their learning. When the sessions were
complete the school used the sheets as Health Posters in
the Dining Room.
Figure 2: Health and Exercise Talk in School

Vision, Decision, Precision
Other innovative initiatives included the Vision, Decision and Precision day in Fermanagh. The
VDP Day was to further develop the Vision,
Decision and Precision skills of the children through
Fun and enjoyable activities. The children were
placed into teams of six with pupils from other
schools in order to develop and integrate some
cross curricular themes. There were sixteen school
and one hundred and eighty six children from
Primary 2, 3 and 4, who completed twenty eight
stations and games which included 4 Active Rest
stations. The teachers, classroom assistants,
university students and P7 pupils also had to score Figure 4: Vision, Decision and Precision Day in School
each team in three categories; Behaviour,
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Teamwork and Following Instructions. This was the main aspect of the event as the pupils
needed to interact with each other.
Game of 3 Halves
The ‘Game of 3 Halves' is a cross-community initiative that engages children through sport. This
programme took place in association with IFA and Ulster Rugby in May and involved 530
children from the Region. It was organized to help promote PL and Games to help highlight how
participation can be FUN, enjoyable and have a health benefits. The event was the children’s
first introduction to more structured games targeted at the end of Key Stage 2 and gave the
children a taste of Gaelic Football, Rounders and
Camogie. It was a great success; with all participants
including teachers thoroughly enjoying the event and
the chance to sample and try a new sport.

FUN Days
The coaches in Armagh organised a “spooky fun day” for the
Figure 5: Working on Striking Skills

Figure 6: Spooky Fun Day in Armagh

children in their schools. This took place in October and had

Figure 7: Fun Day - ABCs, RJTs

a Spooky Halloween Theme. The children dressed up to attend the fun day and were involved a variety
of fun games. Antrim also used the model to develop fun and enjoyable activity. The fun days

took place in Glenavy, Casement Park, Creggan and Ballymena. Five schools and one hundred
and seventy children attended the Glenavy venue where the children were divided up into
teams and were allocated a county. Through this selection the children were able to
communicate with children from different schools, resulting in them making new friends.
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The fun day included a variety of different games which the children had learnt throughout the
year and also a rounder’s competition which was proven to be very popular among the
children.
In Down one hundred and ten children from various primary schools in the Newry area
attended the P2 Christmas Fun Day in Newry Sports Centre
at the start of December. Children participated in
FUNdamentals games with a Christmas theme, among the
most popular were 'Pull the Cracker', 'Capture the Turkey'
and 'Dodge the Snowmen'. The star attractions on the day
were the Ulster GAA Snowman and a surprise visit from
Santa who encouraged the children to keep active and to
develop their skills at home, school and at their local club
before leading everyone in a Christmas Sing Song and
giving each child a present for attending the event.
GAA /IFA Joint Initiatives - Multi-Skills Fun Days

Figure 8: Ulster GAA Santa

The GAA and IFA are working closely to deliver on this programme. Several joint initiatives have
evolved where the coaches and the schools have come together to share a facility and
activities. At the end of November the IFA and GAA within Derry City launched the first multi
sports fun skills day in Bready Cricket Club. This cross community event included over one
hundred children from four schools in the Derry City area. The coaches set up stations and they
then ran off some races. The event was coordinated by IFA coaches Stefan Deery and Patricia
Doherty and by GAA coaches Colum Tracey and Simon Gillespie.
Further joint events took place in Belfast. In March Ulster GAA Coaches Gavin Phillips and Brian
Laverty, together with the IFA coaches, John O'Kane, Kieran Donaghy and Conal McNally ran a
multi skills day for Primary 4 children drawn from schools in the south and east areas of Belfast
in Queens University Physical Education Centre.
The recruited the help of fifteen GCSE pupils from Ashfield Boys and St Joseph's College, as
these are the feeder schools for these Primary schools. The students studying GCSE Physical
Education facilitated the stations and kept scores and ensured fair play.
The GAA also paid two visits to Rathlin Island to expose the pupils there to the programme. On
the second visit they were accompanies by the IFA.
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After Schools Programme
The After Schools Programme was delivered in selected schools participating in the Minister’s
Sport in Schools Initiative. The activities that take place during this time are more games
specific with the emphasis being placed on fun, while at the same time reinforcing all the good
work being done in the class lessons. These sessions also enable Primary 4 and 5 children to be
linked into the programme as this is outside curriculum time. Twenty seven schools took part in
the programme and over seven hundred and fifty children.
School Sports Days
This year, the majority of the coaches assisted the schools participating in their programme in
organizing their school sports days. They were a very beneficial resource for the school enabling
them to run more innovative and fun
events. One school commented on
“Roisin and Eoin had a fun filled day organized
this suggesting that although
perfectly and were able to help the day run very
previous school days were good they
smoothly. The „stations‟ that were arranged for
lacked activity. The activity was
the key stage 1 and key stage 2 children were
challenging, fun and children were
fun and competitive. Each child received the
rewarded.
The
teachers
also
opportunity to have a go at each station and this
commented that they had learned a
pleased them greatly.
lot from the event.
Coaching Awards for Teachers
In the past year the Coaches undertook a training programme that qualified them as tutors for
the GAA. This was done entirely in their voluntary time over four weekends and it has qualified
them to deliver GAA Coaching Awards. Already some coaches have used this to deliver inservice opportunities to teachers and hence award them the GAA Foundation or Award 1
certificate.
I definitely learned a great deal of new
strategies to use with the children that I would
not have attempted before. Millquarter Staff

Figure 9: Teachers In-service Opportunities
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Derry Handling Day
In Derry two hundred and twenty children from seventeen schools participated in a Key Stage 1
Handling Fun Day at Roe Valley
„The major reason for the success was the
Leisure Centre, Limavady. The
schools brought equal numbers of
professionalism and expertise of the [coaches]
boys and girls with varied abilities.
involved coupled with the enthusiasm of the
teachers involved. All involved complimented the
It was a fantastic day were all
coaches and as someone involved in the
children got to play lots of different
games. Three halls were used on the
organisation of the day I am delighted with the
day for:
result - 22 newly qualified teachers of Gaelic
Games in our schools. „
20 Fundamental Stations
Court / Target Games: Hand
Jim Brady, Cumann Na mBunscol Chairperson
Pass Volleyball; skittle knock
down and Roller ball
Part Invasion / Full Invasion: Captains Ball
All children rotated through all three halls during the day.
The feedback was really positive from both teachers, coaches' and children. The teachers
preferred the fun day to the blitzes of previous years. They felt all children were having fun and
all children could feel fully involved and included. The children were excited travelling from hall
to hall not knowing what fun activities lay ahead.
Community Links through Gaelic Start
The Gaelic Start Programme has been running in fifty three Clubs with
the assistance of our Coaches from June 2009 through to May 2010.
Approximately 2,861 children and 1,258 Coaches/Parents participated
in each session. The coaches working in pairs assist the clubs in getting
the programme up and running. The initiative has been popular with
clubs and has helped to form sustainable strong links between the
children in the schools and their local club. Gaelic Start builds on the
work done within the schools, up skills the club coaches and Parents to
help them improve the Physical Literacy Skills of the children. The
Figure 10: The Gaelic Start
Gaelic Start Resource Pack has been developed by the coaches and Resource Pack
contains over 300 coaching cards from infants to nine year olds. The
aim of this resource is to help coaches, teachers and parents plan and implement an effective and
efficient coaching programme for children of all abilities.

Conclusion
The initiatives are innovative and creative and bring added value to the programme, to the
school and to the development of the child.
Ulster GAA Annual Report 2009-2010
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3.0 Research Results 1 - Evaluations
To provide evidence of the impact of the Minister Sport in School’s Programme Ulster GAA put in place a
number of qualitative and quantitative measure to gather information on the programmes. The
information in this section includes:
Principals Evaluation
Teachers Evaluation
Parent and Pupil Evaluation
A summary of the responses is provided in the context of this report.

“I think the [health] book was very
interesting and it showed me more
about the eat well plate and since
the healthy diet I have cut down on
food and eat less

“Diet makes me less fatter than I
was. Exercise helps you get
healthier. Now I know I have a
better lifestyle because I am
healthier”

“you will struggle to find
initiatives more beneficial than
this for the people who matter
the most, our schools – the
pupils”
(Jarlath Mc Elholm (Principal)
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3.1 Principal’s Evaluation
The Principals of schools have shown their support for the Minster’s Sport in Schools
Programme providing some excellent feedback. They highlight the high standard of
coaching and the positive impact that the programme has on all children. It has been
described as the “best initiative in the last twenty years” (Mr. Gallagher (Principal) St.
Scaries Primary School).
“best initiative in the last twenty years”
(Mr. Gallagher (Principal) St. Scaries Primary School).
The PL programme has developed the physical movement skills of agility, balance and
co-ordination central to all sports and leisure activity. In addition the opportunity to
participate has helped the children grow self discipline good self-esteem and a sense of
well being (John Harte (Principal) St Patricks Primary School Eskra).
The programme has had a positive effect upon the life and work in the school, and
especially upon the youngest children who “are learning skills and attitudes that they
will carry through life” (Mrs McNeice (Principal) Derrylatinee PS).
Catering for the different needs of children is a big challenge for coaches. The
programme has differentiated between the needs of the children allowing them to
achieve success regardless of their ability or starting point. The coaches are professional
and treat the children with empathy and understanding and involved the teachers in the
programme.
The sessions were meaningful and linked with the classroom activity and the
programme has been recognized as instrumental in helping the delivery of the Personal
Development and Mutual Understanding (PDMU) programme a part of the revise
curriculum.
“Pupils are encouraged to think, make decisions, talk about their
choices and explain what they are doing” (Siobhan Maguire
(Principal) St Eugene‟s Primary School, Lisnaskea).
It is recognized that finances are tight but one Principal contests that “you will struggle
to find initiatives more beneficial than this for the people who matter the most, our
schools – the pupils” (Jarlath Mc Elholm (Principal)
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“His [the coaches] coaching sessions are always of the highest
standards, showing continuity, progression and differentiation. The
children love his sessions and on numerous occasions parents have
spoken to me and the class teachers praising the work that Stephen
does and stating how much their child enjoys and benefits from his
coaching.”
Nial Smyth (Principal) Christian Brothers‟ Ps Armagh

“Firstly, I believe this is possible the best initiative to
be introduced in schools in the past twenty years.
Our school has a real focus on the development of
health and fitness with the aim of developing a
lifelong interest for all our pupils…
…The progressive nature of the activities ensures that
all pupils achieve regardless of their starting point.
This is key in developing the pupils‟ self esteem.”
Iggy Gallagher (Principal) St Scaries PS

“you will struggle to find
initiatives more beneficial than
this for the people who matter
the most, our schools – the
pupils” (Jarlath Mc Elholm
(Principal)
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3.2 Teacher’s Evaluation
One key objective of the Minister’s Sport in School programme was to work closely with
the teachers in the delivery of the programme. As part of this process the young
graduates would learn from the experienced teachers in the classroom.
In return the teachers would also learn from the specific expertise of the coaches.
Teachers have recognised that the programme has given them “specific ideas and
strategies” (Fiona McGowan (Teacher P2) St. Colmcilles PS Omagh) and recognised that
also learned a lot from the programme.
“personally learnt a lot of new skills [that
they] can now include these into [their]
own teaching.” (Paula Wilson (Teacher
P2) St Kierans Primary School, Belfast).
Teachers highlighted the impact on the
children with the lessons being
“Interesting, varied and fun” (Clodagh Mc
Auley (Teacher P1) St. Patrick’s Primary
School, Glenariff).
The programme also impacted on PDMU.
It was suggested that the Children
developed PDMU by becoming more
aware of their strengths and weaknesses
and acknowledging that it was ok to
make mistakes. The Lessons closely Figure 6: Pupils from Ceara Special School
followed the revised curriculum and
children “took responsibility for their own learning *and+ were encouraged to think for
themselves” (Mrs M Brennan (Teacher P3) St. Josephs Belfast).
Children also developed a “deeper concentration and focus” when working in activities
and when children were empowered the “benefits of such an approach are plain to be
seen as the children return to classroom happy, enthused and empowered [with]
children in the playground making fantastic games up with little equipment [using]
thinking skills *and working+ together as a group” (Miss Breen (Teacher P2/P3) Moat
Primary School).
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This strategy or empowering and allowing children to explore was comment upon by a
number of teachers (Jenni Parker (Teacher P2)

“The programme has been extremely beneficial for both
children and teachers. Children‟s confidence and self esteem
grew immensely. Throughout the programme it was notable
that an enhancement and development of a deeper
concentration and focus was formed. Children were fully
engaged in activities, supported and encouraged to reach their
full potential in individual skills and team games.”
Janine McGurk (Teacher P3) Holy Rosary Primary School
The power of the movement programme when working with young children with special
needs has been evident on several occasions. This teacher commented that it “has
helped in showing them how to release excess energy and to channel this energy
positively [with] children who might have been disruptive, behaved aggressively or
hurtfully towards others are learning how to channel their feelings positively and to work
with their peers” (Karen Smyth (Learning Support Teacher) Holy Family Primary School).

“I also feel that those children who are not academic, yet excel at sport are
able to show their talent and ability in the lessons, which allows them to feel
happier and very proud of themselves. Fionntan praises all within our class.
They relate extremely well to him and are always looking forward to their
PE Lessons. “
Cathy McVeigh (P3/P4) St Patricks PS Magheralin
The [coaches] ability to adapt programmes also made children feel included. Patricia
Hagan. St Mary’s PS Ballygawley reinforced this with her comments on inclusion of a
wheelchair user with the adaptation of games. The teachers are at the coalface with the
children and are in an excellent position to comment on programme impact.
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3.3 Parent’s & Children’s Evaluation
The Research for this report did not actively seek comments from parents, or the
children who were participating. However in some cases as outlined below the parents
and children voluntarily sent through comments for the record.
The rapport that the coach developed with the child in this example is evident and the
appreciation of parents noted.

Parents Comments
My daughter Katie really enjoyed PE this year at St Oliver Plunketts. She talked a lot
about all the different games and sports that she did. Last year, Katie was very shy about
joining in and I found that she was benefitting from Mr McQuads teaching all about the
different sports. (Parent – Michelle Keegan)
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“My son Ben Dobbin is been
taught by Roisin at his school
Moneynick PS . He loves playing
football but Roisin has introduced
him to a much wider range of
sporting activities .The kids love
when they have Roisin as she is
excellent with them treating them
as individuals but also being firm
when need be. Monday is
normally a tired and hard day to
get him motivated but as he has
Roisin on Mondays its a lot easier
to get him out the door as he looks
forward to sports with Roisin .Ben
is my first child and have my
daughter starting in September so
I know she will also benefit from
all that Roisin gives .As I'm also
on the Parents Association and
can speak on behalf of all of the
parents that Roisin is doing a
fantastic job with all our children
and how lucky we are to have this
felicity this I hope will be the case
for many years to
come
Parent -

Triona Dobbin

Figure 7: Promoting the RESPECT campaign
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4.0 Research Results 2 - Benchmarking
In order to assess the effectiveness of the programme, we have used a range of quantitative and
qualitative testing and benchmarking methods with a sample base of participants from across
the schools involved in the programme.
No research evidence is available to measure programme impact in the area of PL. We recognize
the variety of factors involved in the physical, intellectual and emotional development of
children. At no time were the challenges set or areas addressed meant to intimidate or
threaten, they were there to provide positive feedback on performance. They became the
personal goals for the individual concerned.
4.1

Teacher Benchmarks Child
Teachers were asked to assess the ability of their pupils on a range of areas at the beginning of
the programme, in the middle of the programme and again at the end.

End

Impact on Teaching and…

Impact on Health and…

Impact on cross…

Impact on Numeracy Skills

Impact on Literacy Skills

Stickability

Child/Children's…

Child/Groups Motivation…

Middle

Child/Children's social…

Child/Children's Self…

Thinking Skills and…

Innovation/Creativity

Child/Children's overall…

Child/Children's overall…

Child/Children's overall…

Child/ Groups Confidence

Start

PL Co-ordination

PL Striking

PL Kicking

PL Catching and Passing

PL Jumping

PL Running

PL Balance

8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

PL General Movement…

Performance Score (out of 10)

Teacher Child Benchmarking

Figure 7 How teachers rated their pupils

It is evident from the graph that through the duration of the programme, the teachers saw a
marked improvement in all aspects of the child’s performance. In particular the PL skills but also
in other areas such as movement skills, creativity, thinking skills and social skills. The programme
also is seen to have an impact on other curricular areas. The teacher’s feedback provides strong
support for a positive impact of the programme on PL and other developmental areas.
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4.2

Teachers Self Assessment
Teachers were then asked to assess their own knowledge and ability on a range of different
topics. They were asked to assess this at the beginning, middle and end of the programme.

Figure 8: Teachers Perception of their own Progress throughout the programme

The teachers indicate a positive improvement in their own performance. The show an increased
knowledge of the PL components, and an increased level of ability to deliver in these areas. In
addition the increased their confidence in managing the children in this area and applying
appropriate games to the relevant age group.
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4.3

Principals Evaluation 2
Principals were asked to assess the effectiveness of the overall programme at the end of the
school term for 2009/10.
The personal qualities of the coach in terms of presentation, communication, punctuality,
attitude and passion for what they were doing scored excellently.
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Figure 9: Personal Qualities of the Coach

They assessed the qualities of the coach in a range of different areas such as discipline,
demonstrations, organisation and empathy with the children and again scored impressively.
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Figure 10: Coaching Qualities
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The key objectives of what the school coach was doing was clear to the Principal and in they
scored the coach high on their ability to develop knowledge, enhance skills, provide fun and
engaging and supporting the teachers in the delivery of the programme.
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Figure 11: Objective of the Coach

Principals also scored other key areas highly within the programme -enhancing skill levels,
involving teachers, developing knowledge, influencing children’s behaviour positively and
encouraging cross curricular.
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Figure 12: How the School benefited for involvement in the Programme
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Principals were happy that content was relevant (100%) and they suggested that the lessons
were well planned and pitched at the children’s abilities.
92.5% of paticipants stated that the resources and handouts provided by the coaches were very
useful to them in assisiting them to understand what was being taught.
The resources provided helped the teachers to provide additional lessons themselves. They
added that the resources/handouts were;
o Shared Generously
o Used to incorporate new ideas into original plan
o Diagrams provided are a great idea
o It would be useful if all teachers had a copy
When asked about the sustainability of the programme, in particular if the teachers could
continue on with rolling out the programme without the coach, 52% felt confident that they
could. The remainder stated they would be able to but with more support.
97.5% of those asked stated that they we more than satisified with the service being provided
by Ulster GAA Coaches through the Minister’s Sport in School Programme.

“It is a well structured programme‟, „Very professional service is
provided‟ and „There is High quality support available‟
4.4

Improving the Programme
Principals were asked on how they would improve the programme and they suggested that
there is a need to build on the solid foundation of work completed, deliver in a second
language and in particular Irish; more training for the teachers through in-service; coaching
should take place with all the KS 1 and 2 classes; striking skills that lead to hurling specific skill
required more attention; Increase the coaching hours after school.
Principles were also asked to comment on the impact of the programme on the teachers, the
school and the community / club. They suggested that it gave teachers new ideas, new
resources and more confidence and experience; It gave the club a welcome influx of children
that were more interested in physical activity and games; it improved relations with the local
school, encouraged the sharing of facilities and linked the school to the club through the Gaelic
Start Programme; it gave the school more trained teachers, an excellent resource in the coach
and more confident pupils.

“The programme is very effective and very important in molding our pupil‟s
character, they have improved their self confidence and self esteem”
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5.0 Research Results 3-Physical Literacy
Physical Literacy Testing
The coaches continued with the PL benchmarking in 2009-2010. They assessed the children
(P1 –P 4) on their kicking, striking and agility abilities at the start of the programme and
again, using the same set of tests when the programme has finished. The results displayed
on the graphs illustrate the scores before and after programme delivery. Again it is
recognized that there are other factors that will influence the score – their physical
education class in school, the work they do with club coaches in the community.
The test results indicate the success of the child measuring bilateral skills and show the
higher scores with the higher classes.

P1 Physical Literacy Tests

Score (out of 5)

3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

Before
After
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Left

Kicking
Right

Striking
Left

Striking Handling Handling
Right
Left
Right

Figure 13: PL Scores for PI

Score (out of 5)

P2 Physical Literacy Tests
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
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After
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Kicking
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Striking Handling Handling
Right
Left
Right

Figure 14: PL Scores for P2
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Score (out of 5)

P3 Physical Literacy Tests
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Figure 15: PL Scores for P3

Score (out of 5)

P4 Physical Literacy Tests
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Figure 16: PL Scores for P4
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Average Physical Literacy Test Results
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Figure 17: Average PL Scores across the classes P1- 4
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6.0 Research Results 4- Health Initiative
The Ulster GAA Health Booklet was designed to complement the Physical Literacy
programme. The purpose was to educate children on healthy lifestyles by
providing an interactive and fun learning resource. It was also designed to engage
parents in the learning process by including information on healthy families at the
back of the booklet.
The booklet covered topics such as a balanced diet; the importance of breakfast;
five a day; importance of water; healthy bodies and healthy meal choices. In
addition to the puzzles within each of these areas, the booklet contained a Healthy
Eating quiz and a Food Diary for children to monitor and reflect on their eating.
10,000 of these booklets were produced for distribution to P4 children involved in
the DENI Sport in School’s Programme. Responses on the booklet were sought from
children, parents and teachers so as to establish the worth of this additional
feature. It was also deemed important to ascertain that the content was
appropriate and could be integrated into lessons in class.
In order to assess the impact of this booklet, a range of questionnaires were distributed to
children and parents. The feedback was as follows;
The first thing children were asked to do was describe the booklet by highlighting
the words they most associated with it. There was a mix of words to choose
from, some forming a positive description and others a more negative one.
The most common words selected by the vast majority of the children were
those in the positive category - ‘fun’; ‘cool’; ‘interesting’; ‘colourful’; ‘good’ and
‘great’, with ‘fun’, ‘colourful’, ‘interesting’ and ‘cool’ the words selected by
almost all of the children.
Of the words with more negative connotations – ‘difficult’; ‘dull’; ‘boring’, only
‘difficult’ was selected and this by only 2 pupils.

“I think the book was lovely and funny and good and exercise
is cool. I think the book was very interesting and it showed me
more about the eat well plate and since I have cut down and eat
less”
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‘Join the Dots’ was the favourite activity with over half the children identifying it
as their preferred activity with the ‘Healthy Eating Quiz’ and the ‘Water Maze’
game coming in second. Other favourites were ‘My Menu’ and the ‘Pack your
Kit’ game but as one pupil commented “They were all fun. I pick them all”.
The children were also asked to gauge how challenging they found the booklet
under the categories of ‘easy’, ‘just right’ or ‘hard’. 84% found the challenge
‘just right’, 39% found it ‘easy’ while 1% reported that they found it hard. These
results would suggest that the content of the booklet is pitched at the correct
level for children in P4, the target audience for the resource.
While the primary purpose of the booklet was to educate, it was also hoped that children
would change their behaviour to healthier practices. As such they were asked if they had made
any changes to eat more healthily or to exercise more.
92% of the children responded that they had made changes to both diet and
exercise, with comments including “I learnt to do more exercise and eat a lot
more fruit and have healthier lunches and dinner and I will stay this way”
96% of children responded that they had made changes to result in eating more
healthily. Many of the responses included references to the pupils now eating
more fruit and vegetables and less sugary foods, and the importance of eating
breakfast.
It was also notable that children’s responses reflected understanding on the nutritional value of
some foods as opposed to others, and how to create healthier diets and lifestyles around this
information.

“I learnt that you can still eat sweets sometimes but not
all the time”, “I learned that if you exercise every day you
will be fit and healthy but if you eat McDonalds
everyday you will not be fit and healthy”

96% responded that they were exercising more, and not just in respect of Gaelic
Games. “I can exercise riding my bike up and down the street [and] I jump high
on my pogo stick”
It was also notable that the children were able to comment on the links between
healthy eating and exercise with overall health and wellbeing and that you have
to have to “eat good and do lots of exercise and you can have even stronger
bones”
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The children were to indicate by means of colouring a face, whether the booklet
made them feel ‘sad’, ‘ok’ or ‘happy’. 131 responded that the booklet made
them feel ‘happy’ while 19 said that it made them feel ‘Ok’. No child felt ‘sad’ as
a result of working on the booklet.
Finally the children were asked to score the booklet out of 5 stars. 129 gave it
top marks of 5/4 while 19 graded it 4/5. 1 child ranked the booklet 1/5 while the
final child added 5 more stars and scored it 10/10!

“Diet makes me less fatter than I was. Exercise helps
you get healthier. Now I know I have a better lifestyle
because I am healthier”

I think the book was interesting and exciting
because I learned how to stay healthy and fit
Parents
The parental feedback form was designed to ascertain how much of an impact the booklet had
made in the home environment. Eighty six feedback forms were returned from parents with
100% of these responding that the child enjoyed the booklet and that it helped them
understand more about Healthy Eating.

“Yes she did. Oonagh made sure we were all involved and enjoyed
sharing her healthy tips with us”
“Yes Taylor really enjoyed using the booklet. Nice colourful
illustrations which made it enjoyable and interesting.
“It definitely has helped. By showing what is healthy in this way
my child now has a much clearer understanding of how to eat
healthily”
“She now has to have her own water bottle!”
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Feedback on how useful parents found the Nutritional information for parents
and guardians was consistently positive. Commonly responses included words
such as “helpful”, “interesting”, “fun”,
“informative”. Many parents commented that the information was familiar and
that while most of it was not new to them the context allowed for reinforcement
of what they already knew.

“Yes it reminds us of the importance of
healthy eating, of getting the balance right”

“The booklet is a reminder to us that we have to set example too and eat healthy”

“Fantastic. Keep up good work the children seem to be very
keen on impressing the coach and took a lot of time
completing booklet”

“...she knew most of it but never considered what she was eating
but now she does and refused sweet treats to improve her weekly
rating!”

On a positive note many of the parents commented that they were already
implementing healthy eating practices. This is a positive point as it reflects an
existing understanding and positive practice by many parents whose children are
part of the programme.
Other parents fed back that the booklet had enabled them to make changes to
create a healthier environment for the child and in many cases, the whole family.
There were common threads among responses in regard to changes, many
responding to changes around eating breakfast, fruit and vegetables and
reduction in treats.
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“Me and my son really enjoyed
doing the healthy eating booklet”

“A worthwhile booklet, information
and learning in a fun way!”

“This is a great idea and really
helped my child and my family as
a whole”

“Lovely colourful resource, brings
what mummy says home in
another way”

“Thank you for sharing this with
us”

“I learned that it is important to do
a healthy diet, exercise and
lifestyle, the book was easy and
cool”
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Teacher’s feedback
The teacher’s feedback form was developed with the aim of identifying how best
to use the resource in schools and to what extent amendments were required.
Feedback was also sought in terms of teacher’s opinion on the overall worth of
the booklet.
88 teacher feedback forms were returned with a unanimous opinion that the
resource was useful.

“It was a great fun way of
promoting healthy lifestyles in the
class”

“The booklet was extremely helpful
as it addressed this vitally
important areas in a fun and
interactive manner”

“A great workbook – very pupil friendly.
Colourful. Level of reading super and plenty of
activities for the children to do in a fun way”
“The health booklet was very child friendly and
the content was appropriate for my Year 4 class”

Overall the content was deemed very appropriate for the target age group of
Primary 4 children. Some teachers noted that the less able children in the class
needed some direction but largely it was pitched correctly. Some suggested
changes included a slightly more differentiated booklet with some easier
sections and some more challenging, whereas other teachers commented that it
was sufficiently differentiated.
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One of the strongest aspects of the feedback was the revelation by the vast
majority of teachers as to how easily this resource was to integrate into lessons
and how well it complemented other curriculum areas. Consistently teachers
commented on the value of the booklet relative to other work ongoing in the
classroom.

“It fitted neatly into PDMU – the children were
learning about themselves and their self worth – it
reinforced the need to value themselves”
“They really enjoyed monitoring
their daily food intake and we were
able to use their information for
Data Handling in Maths”

“It „pulled together‟ what had been covered
in parts of science, PE and „Looking
After Ourselves‟

“A worthwhile programme which supports
coaching and also fulfils the aims of the
curriculum re health & exercise promotion /
awareness”
Teachers were also asked to review how the booklet had assisted with their
pupil’s understanding of healthy eating. Many teachers commented that this
resource supported the work undertaken in class as part of the curriculum and
greatly assisted learning.
Meanwhile, some teachers noted the role of the coach in the school, endorsing
healthy eating as part of her lessons and acting, and the impact of the GAA in
delivering a health message.
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“I would like to congratulate the
GAA on this superb production.
Using sport to promote healthy
eating is an ideal environment”

“Yes it was a great help. Also
having Lisa promoting the booklet
within the school helped the
children buy into the healthy
eating concept”

Some teachers noted the changes the children had made as a result of their learning
while other teachers noted the importance of including parents in the learning to
ensure teaching was consolidated in the home.

“The pupils really enjoyed completing their
healthy eating booklet – it also got the parents
involved – great opportunities for reflection on
their food choices and changes they could
make to their diet”

Most of the teachers replied that they were happy with the booklet, some
suggesting minor visual amendments (less writing and larger print) and some
suggesting minor content amendments (Recipes of healthy snacks that the
children could make and eat, basic food hygiene facts)
The time of the year for when the resource would be most suitable varied across
the responses, with some preferring it in the pre-Christmas terms while others
wanted it for the later stages of the year. Teachers found it complemented
other topics they were doing and therefore it was most suitable at in term 1 for
some, terms 2 or 3 for others. Perhaps the best suggestion to suit all would be
“At beginning of year, so as teacher could plan around it”.
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Some of the concluding comments from teachers summed up the value of the
resource and their response to the opportunity of being involved in the
programme. Many simply thanked Ulster GAA, “many thanks for a wonderful
resource”, while others looked forward to receiving it again in the coming years,
“I would like this resource to be available to use in my class (Year 4) every year”,
and “A wonderful programme, looking forward to participating next year again.
Thanks Stephen” (Additional Comments Appendix 1*)

“This resource was fantastic to have as it was
colourful and full of relevant information. The
children enjoyed working on the booklets and were
learning (though to them it didn‟t seem like that!!!)”

“A worthwhile and enjoyable programme focusing
children on an exceptionally important area.
Encourages responsible decisions regarding food and
fitness at an early age!”

“I would like this resource to be available to

use in my class (Year 4) every year”, and
“A wonderful programme, looking forward
to participating next year again. Thanks
Stephen”
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7.0 Analysis of Schools Participating
From its inception the programme has been trying to maximize the resource across the
Province in a range of different schools. The additional coaches from year two has allowed
a greater penetration within the schools. The support from parents, teachers and principals
clearly illustrated the continued desire to see the programme continue.
The fact that this programme assists the school to have an impact on the health, wellness,
physical and emotional development of nineteen and half thousand children is testimony to
the work and dedication of the teachers in the schools and the coaches who visit.
Year

No of Coaches

07/08 20
08/09 32
09/10 34 (2 maternity cover)

No of Schools

Teachers Involved

279
322
328

634
878
898

Pupils
Involved
14823
18134
19487

Figure 18: Schools Participating in the Programme

The GAA have maximized the resource available to them but they continue to
experience problems access the controlled sector. The reasons behind this are not clear.
Where the IFA are already in a school delivering the programme then the policy is not to
allow a second coach in. However there is a resistance to engage with GAA coaches in
some schools despite the fact that the programme is generic and not GAA specific.

% of Schools Participating in 09/10

Integrated Schools
Maintained Schools
Controlled Schools
Irish Medium Schools
Special Needs

Figure 19: Type of School Coaches ar accessing
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8.0 In-service Opportunities
As part of the process of continuing professional development, the coaches have received numerous
opportunities for training and personal development (Appendix 2).
As per summer 2009 the coaches’ assist at county based summer camps, specifically coaching
children of 5-8 years. Coaches also identified specific clubs to roll out Gaelic Start summer
camps specific to under 8s. The focus of these camps was primarily Fun but the coaches’
incorporated Physical Literacy activities in a wide range of games that challenged the children in
a non competitive way. The coaches also worked with the club coaches so that they can
continued to deliver the activities on a weekly basis.
Coaches undertook 5 day Tutor Training Course in December 2009 that provided them with the
appropriate tutoring skills and accredited qualification necessary to deliver GAA coaching
awards. This comprehensive and thorough course was delivered by Ulster GAA in conjunction
with Coaching Ireland. The course focused on various modules such as the Role of a tutor,
Communication skills, Group management, Session planning, Debriefing and Facilitation,
Observation, Feedback and Assessment. The coaches have been able to utilise these tutoring
skills when delivering coaching awards to teachers and also when working with club coaches as
part of the school/community link.
Coaches attained GAA Award 2 (children) in April 2010 following an intensive 3 day course in
Loughry College, Cookstown. They were only the second ever group in Ireland to gain this
qualification. As well as the actual award they acquired valuable knowledge and skills relevant to
coaching children. The content of this particular course included in depth modules on Physical
Literacy, the Role of the Coach and How to coach, Why Children Play (Psychological focus),
Rules and Lifestyle issues, and How to Communicate effectively with children. There were also
specific tasks relating to the Family of Games, Tactical and Technical development, Team play
and Decision making. An assessment booklet to reflect the learning was also completed and
handed in.

Coaches Feedback
“Each area of in-service has been a worthwhile experience however I personally feel
that the Tutor Training course has been the most valuable. Although very intense it was
a very efficient and well organised course.”
“Each coach completed a 5 day Tutor Training Course approved by Coaching Ireland that
provided the coaches with the appropriate tutoring skills and qualification necessary to
deliver NGB awards to teachers. Each coach is now graduated with their Tutor hat and
coaches are gaining significant experience taking foundation courses throughout the
province of Ulster.”
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“As a result of this training, I have gained an increase in confidence,
organisational skills and also people management skills, all of which are
key factors in our current working environment.
We also covered the Heart Start course, again I thought this is very
beneficial in our specific coaching environment.
In conclusion each feature of in-service is important and as a coach i learn
and create new ideas when attending in-service from the feedback provided
by all.”
Mags Mc Alinden

“Ulster GAA has provided a number of in-service opportunities throughout
the closing academic year to the DENI schools coaches. I have been fortunate
to receive support and training in other sports such as Handball and
Rounders which have proved popular in school lessons.
I also have completed the GAA‟s Award 2 Coaching Children, again while
working in schools this has been extremely beneficial to me as a coach.
Working with teachers each day has allowed me to share in their knowledge
and pass on useful pointers that I had taken from the Award 2 course.
However the opportunity afforded to us to train as Tutors for the GAA has
not only aided my own professional development significantly, it has
equipped me with the necessary skills to deliver NGB coaching awards to
other teachers. In doing this it will allow us as coaches to leave the teachers
capable to provide quality coaching for the children who pass through their
school.”
Matt McNulty.
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“Throughout this year I have been involved in some brilliant projects, from our
tutor training at in service to being involved in the first piee initiative
involving an island primary school to IFA GAA fun days. This year has been
full of innovative projects and been varied and interesting for all concerned.
Personally I felt that the tutor training helped me a lot as a coach and a
mentor, it helped me see different aspects of coaching and different approaches.
Generally the course helped me as a person improve my communication
abilities and use new skills in everyday life. It‟s not an easy job going to learn
25 teachers‟ new tricks but that is what I did in Ballymena on the 24
February. Without taking full part in the tutor course I would not have been
able till take this course because as a person before I would not have been
confident in my own ability to enter into a room with everybody older than me
and try to help them throughout a foundation coaching course. The day proved
to be a major success but on the day and after I did learn more about running
a course and how you come across- proof that life is an ever changing learning
curve.
On Easter in-service we did a level 2 child course, I found this very beneficial
and interesting as it helped me as a coach get more in tune with how children
actually think and to make sure that we challenge children through learning
in sport every time we are with them. There was some great presentations that
enthralled myself and definitely made me think more about what I was doing
in every lesson. I especially enjoyed the tasks because even though I would be
seeing the same task they were all done differently and I learned a lot from
my fellow coaches.”
Roisin Keenan
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Conclusions
The Minister’s Sport in Schools Programme has gone from strength to strength over the three
year period and has maintained a strict focus on the delivery of Physical Literacy to Foundation
and Key Stage 1 Children.
The coaches have worked closely with the teachers to link what they are doing to the
curriculum. In the same way the coaches have taken curriculum ideas and worked them into the
coaching sessions that they deliver. There has been an excellent relationship built up and each
has benefited from the skills and knowledge of the other and this should continue.
The coaches have at all times tried to bring added value to the project through presenting their
classes in and innovative and creative way. They have added value by introducing initiatives
such as Fun days, joint Fun days with IFA, health talks, health booklets, extended schools
programmes. The value of this is beyond the initial objectives of the project.
They have encouraged community links through the game of three halves project piloted with
IFA, Ulster Rugby and Ulster GAA, a programme that has the potential to expand. This creates
another forum through sport to develop mutual understanding and respect.
Further community links have been developed with local GAA clubs through the Gaelic Start
Programme. The value here is that the children engage with the schools coach outside of school
in the community environment. The see a familiar face and they continue activity that they are
doing in school in the club environment. In addition they build capacity in the clubs to continue
aspects of the PL work that is being done in the school, enhancing the abilities, fitness and
health of the children outside of school.
The benefits to the children are well documented here. Building self-esteem, confidence, social
skills, friendships, innovation and creativity skills, thinking skills and personal qualities, discipline,
motivation to learn, emotional development- are all excellent spin offs from this programme.
There are then the basic movement and physical literacy skills that are at the core of the project.
These skills are used in everyday life and will form the basis for all sporting and leisure pursuits
that the children follow in the future. It is good to see that the project is helping in a positive
way to make an impact on these key areas of the children’s personal development.
The teachers have benefited from developing greater knowledge of PL. Although confident that
they understood the concepts they did feel that they had more work to do in the delivery of the
programme and although they had improved the felt that they needed more work on what to
look for and how to fix it in PL.
In-service programme have taken place within some area but there is a need to provide more
opportunities for teachers and classroom assistants to take part in the training.
The PL programme being delivered by the coaches is not and should not be used as a substitute
for the Physical Education classes in the school. Coaches encourage the teachers to build on
what they have done with them and ask the teachers to repeat all or part with the children.
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Recommendations
1. Based on the support for the programme from Teachers and Principals and the impact
that it has on PL and Health, the Minister’s Sport in Schools Programme should be
extended beyond its deadline of March 2011.
2. More in-service opportunities need to be provided for teachers and assistants to ensure
their active involvement in the sessions and continuation after the coach has left the
school.
3. The school – club link requires further development and the training of volunteers in the
community to work off a similar programme encouraged when they engage with the
children in the community is essential. This will reinforce good practice with this age
group.
4. The school – summer scheme link also requires refinement to ensure that nursery
camps are not subsumed within the larger GAA summer camps. The Nursery camps
must continue to meet the needs of the younger children.
5. Development of the Gaelic Start Programme and its implementation with community
volunteers is essential to provide them with the knowledge and skills to cater for the
children when they come back into their community setting.
6. A continued focus on the core objective of the programme is essential to ensure that
the delivery of Physical Literacy and movement skills is central to the project.
7. A constant review of the added value projects needs to take place to make sure that
they do not over run the primary objective of PL.
8. The integration of the health initiative must continue and the reinforcement of the link
between health and physical activity. A review of when the resource should be
introduced should take place and some advice from teachers on how the coaches can
make stronger health related cross-curricular links would be of benefit.
9. The development of more opportunities for joint initiative between IFA and GAA and
other partners such as the Peace People Group would be helpful and would provide an
opportunity for increased cross community activity.
10. Continued support from the Minister’s Sport in Schools Workgroup is essential. The
generation of ideas from the expertise within this group will enhance the project and
ultimately benefit the children making this a win- win project for everyone.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Impact of the Health Initiative
Children’s Comments,
“I think the book was lovely and funny and good and exercise is cool”
“I learnt to do more exercise and eat a lot more fruit and have healthier lunches and dinner and
I will stay this way”
“I learnt that you can still eat sweets sometimes but not all the time”, “I learned that if you
exercise every day you will be fit and healthy but if you eat McDonalds everyday you will not be
fit and healthy”
“I can exercise riding my bike up and down the street”,“I jump high on my pogo stick”
“That you haft to eat good and do lots of exercise and it you do you can have even stronger
bones”
“Diet makes me less fatter than I was. Exercise helps you get healthier. Now I know I have a
better lifestyle because I am healthier”
“I learned that it is important to do a healthy diet, exercise and lifestyle, the book was easy and
cool”
“I think the book was interesting and exciting because I learned how stay healthy and fit”
Parent’s feedback
“Yes she enjoyed it very much, it was fun and she enjoyed the activities”
“Yes she was really happy doing it”
“Yes she did. Oonagh made sure we were all involved and enjoyed sharing her healthy tips with
us”
“Yes Taylor really enjoyed using the booklet. Nice colourful illustrations which made it enjoyable
and interesting.
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“It definitely has helped. By showing what is healthy in this way my child now has a much
clearer understanding of how to eat healthily”
“She now has to have her own water bottle!”
Information for parental discussion with the child.
“Yes it was good to refresh your memory”
“Yes it reminds us of the importance of healthy eating, of getting the balance right”
“Yes always good for a reminder”
Parental Attitudes
“...very helpful and also embarrassing!....maybe we should be encouraging better healthier
eating than we already are”
“Makes you think more when shopping and making meals”
“The booklet is a reminder to us that we have to set example too and eat healthy”
“We already follow healthy eating, sometimes it’s difficult to get Oonagh on board the booklet
helped us”
“...she knew most of it but never considered what she was eating but now she does and refused
sweet treats to improve her weekly rating!”
“Fantastic. Keep up good work the children seem to be very keen on impressing the coach and
took a lot of time completing booklet”
“...I was able to quote it to her when she was wanting treats”
“I feel that it enforced to my child the point about diet etc that I had been trying to get across to
them”
Positive Impact
“The changes have been made, breakfast is now a lot healthier, not as much sugary cereals and
it is now easier to add fruit into their diets without having to encourage them to eat fruit”
“Everyone now has a breakfast in the morning and we take fruit to school for lunch and break”
“Everyone eating breakfast. More fruit available”
“The change I have made is that we all must eat breakfast”
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“I now never let my children leave home in the morning without a good breakfast”
“We have started to introduce more healthier snacks...instead of always the sugary ones”
“...instead of snacks we just have a piece of fruit”
“We have cut down on unhealthy drinks and have picked a treat day once a week”
“Less white bread, more wholegrain. Changes to children’s lunch boxes as a result”
“I read this and decided that we would try to eat our meals together and design healthy meals
together”
“We have decided as a family to increase our fruit and vegetable intake”
“More fruit freely available at home after dinner”
“We have a more varied selection of fresh fruit in the house now...”
“The main change we have made as a family is to now choose granary / wholegrain breads”
“We have made a chart which we tick everytime we eat healthy”
“Less biscuits more fruit and void takeaways for main means (eg tea or lunch)
“Chloe has started to eat yoghurt after school as her snack”
“Me and my son really enjoyed doing the healthy eating booklet”
“The programme was excellent! Thank you!”
“A great initiative – I hope it continues next year”
“A worthwhile booklet, information and learning in a fun way!”
“This is a great idea and really helped my child and my family as a whole”
“Excellent publication and a great piece of information for kids at an early stage”
“I think this is a very informative, fun and easy to understand booklet”
“Really enjoyed it”
“Very useful resource which children really enjoy”
“Lovely colourful resource, brings what mummy says home in another way”
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“Grace really enjoyed it and was pleased she was doing a lot of it right”
“Booklet very good and easy enough for Erin to read and understand herself”
“Thank you for sharing this with us”
Teacher’s feedback
“It was a great fun way of promoting healthy lifestyles in the class”
“The booklet was extremely helpful as it addressed this vitally important areas in a fun and
interactive manner”
“This resource was very useful, it was colourful and full of information. The children enjoyed the
little activities in the book”
“A great workbook – very pupil friendly. Colourful. Level of reading super and plenty of
activities for the children to do in a fun way”
“The health booklet was very child friendly and the content was appropriate for my Year 4 class”
“Booklet content was extremely appropriate for my P3/4 class – lots of differentiated activities”
“Could provide some more challenging activities for high achievers”
“It fitted in very nicely with our topic in PDMU”
“They really enjoyed monitoring their daily food intake and we were able to use their
information for Data Handling in Maths”
“It ‘pulled together’ what had been covered in parts of science, PE and ‘Looking After Ourselves’
“It fitted neatly into PDMU – the children were learning about themselves and their self worth –
it reinforced the need to value themselves”
“A worthwhile programme which supports coaching and also fulfils the aims of the curriculum re
health & exercise promotion / awareness”
“Kids enjoyed content and fun activities allowed for better understanding”
“Yes it gave them a focus after the lesson in a fun way. It was also good for parents to see what
they were doing in class”
“Children were enthused by the activities and learnt in a fun way”
“Yes they are more aware of eating 5 fruit and vegetable portions a day”
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Role of the Coach in the School
“Yes it was a great help. Also having Lisa promoting the booklet within the school helped the
children buy into the healthy eating concept”
“I would like to congratulate the GAA on this superb production. Using sport to promote
healthy eating is an ideal environment”
“I was delighted with this extra resource....I was pleased to link healthy eating to the GAA”
“A lot of the children also realised the benefits of drinking water and as a result brought a
bottle of water to school each day”
“Some of the children made a conscious effort to eat more healthy food both at home and at
school”
“Nutritional information for parents/guardians was very useful”
“The pupils really enjoyed completing their healthy eating booklet – it also got the parents
involved – great opportunities for reflection on their food choices and changes they could make
to their diet”
“Recipes of healthy snacks that the children could make and eat”
“I would maybe include a little more recipes or healthy eating tips at the back of the booklet”
“The booklet could include basic food hygiene eg hand washing before/after meals and hygienic
eating habits”
“The booklet could include other aspects of a healthy lifestyle eg the need for rest and adequate
sleep and dental care”
“More activities would be great”
“Slightly less writing for the less able children”
“Larger print for less able pupils”
“Differentiated booklets for various bands within the class”
“This resource was fantastic to have as it was colourful and full of relevant information. The
children enjoyed working on the booklets and were learning (though to them it didn’t seem like
that!!!)”
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“Overall it was a well put together, colourful and attractive resource that the children
thoroughly enjoyed completing”
“A worthwhile and enjoyable programme focusing children on an exceptionally important area.
Encourages responsible decisions regarding food and fitness at an early age!”
“The children thoroughly enjoyed completing the activities and I found the booklet a very useful
resource”
“I think it was a very bright thoughtful resource which appealed to young children”
“It’s a well produced document – very colourful, so attractive to the children”
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Appendix 2: In-service Programme
Inservice Opportunities for DENI coaches June 2009-May 2010
Dates
29.06.09 – 30.06.09

01.09.09 – 04.09.09

Venue
Woodhall
Residential Centre,
Kilrea
Loughry College,
Cookstown

Focus
Review of previous 12 months
Presentation to Minister
Team Building Activities
Heart Start training
Moviemaker IT training
Ulster GAA strategy
Admin Issues
Irish Language Tutorial
Body Movement and Educational
Gymnastics
Working with large numbers in
small halls
School Visits
5 day Tutor Training Course approved by
Coaching Ireland that provided the coaches
with the appropriate tutoring skills and
qualification necessary to deliver NGB
awards to teachers

14.12.09 – 18.12.09

Loughry College,
Cookstown

07.04.10 – 09.04.10

Loughry College,
Cookstown

Coaches attained GAA Award 2 (children)
following comprehensive 3 day course

Mid Term Breaks
throughout the year

Ulster Council
Offices or County
Board Offices

During times when schools were closed
coaches were able to complete the updated
lesson plans in their county offices and also
in UC offices
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Appendix 3: Lesson Observation – Coach Feedback
The main aim of the school visits are to make sure the Departments’ main objectives are being met:
1. Develop the generic physical literacy skills of our youngest pupils through participation in
enjoyable sports activities;
2. Help raise pupils’ confidence & self-esteem, their motivation to learn and their achievements in
other curricular areas, particularly literacy and numeracy, supported by a homework project;
3. Raise the confidence of, and provide support to, primary teachers in delivering P.E.
These aims are checked on visits by …
 Judging the quality of coaching and its impact on learning, and to gather evidence to form
judgments about the effectiveness of provision, leadership, creativity, innovation, management
and the coaches’ capacity for improvement.
 Lesson observations which enable evidence to be gathered so that detailed and specific
recommendations can be used to improve coaching and learning and to make judgments about
outcomes for pupils improvement in PL skills, self-esteem etc.
 To make judgments about the extent to which pupils contribute to the school, for example, the
extent to which pupils are engaged in decision making or consultation about issues that affect
the quality of their learning and wellbeing.
Coaches are judged on how …
 lessons are well planned to incorporate a wide range of activities to suit all ability groups?
 the programme encourages participation of all children in each class, regardless of ability?
 there is an emphasis on enjoyment, safety, success, fair play, self-fulfilment and personal
health?
 lessons are appropriate for the age and stage of development of each child?
 lessons include opportunities to enhance cross subject links and themes as well as
cardiovascular systems, muscular strength, endurance and flexibility?
 the programme provides opportunities for all children to participate in school intramural
activities i.e. after school/club sessions, Gaelic Start evening or weekend sessions?
 the teachers responsible for teaching physical education are confident and competent to teach
the subject?
This is achieved by gradually incorporating the teacher into the actual teaching of skills and
games over a period of time in a non-threatening way.
We use a coach evaluation form (See attached) to grade coaches on a number of aspects of their
coaching. Coaches are given a mark over two or three lesson observations and given PIG’s
(Personal Improvement Goals) to focus on before the next visit.
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Ulster GAA Department School’s Coaching Programme 2009/10
Schools Coach Assessment Form:
County Assessor
Name:

Name of Schools Coach:

School Venue :

County:

Date:

Please circle the appropriate number in each case:
P.
P.
P.
1

Poor

2

3

4

Fair

Good

VG

5

Exc.

Personal Qualities
Punctuality

0

1

2

3

4

Attitude – Friendly/Approachable

0

1

2

3

4

Emotion/Passion

0

1

2

3

4

Differentiation – tasks to suit all abilities

1

2

3

4

5

Stated Aims & Outcomes clearly at start of lesson

0

1

2

3

4

Discipline/Control

1

2

3

4

5

Planning own lessons to suit ability of class

1

2

3

4

5

Balance between unstructured and structured coaching

1

2

4

5

6

Quality of Demonstrations – Coach/Teacher/Pupil.
Used Half Class/Contrast & Individual at appropriate times

1

2

3

4

5

Teaching/Safety Points

0

1

2

3

4

Observation/Correction (Spot & Fix)

1

2

3

4

5

Coaching Qualities
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Use of Equipment: Lay out before lesson .
Ball/type/size/Hoops/Domes/Cones

1

2

3

4

5

Organisational Skills – Ball/type/size/Hoops/Domes/Cones
coach/teacher/grids/equipment/pupils
Grids

1

2

3

4

5

Handling Numbers: Appropriate to space/age/groups

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to Work with children – Relationship

1

2

3

4

5

Overall Quality of Coaching i.e. Skill Development/Feedback

1

2

3

4

5

Questioning Skills: Open, Limited, Guided, Close

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Cross Subject Links

1

Cross Curricular Themes – PMU

1

2

2

3

4

Teacher Involvement - Blank/Sample Lesson, actual coaching,
team coaching.

1

2

4

5

6

Time for reflection – recap on lesson, give home work, used
cool down

0

1

2

3

Total Marks:

4

Grade:

Grades:

Excellent

VG

80+

66 – 79

Good

Fair

Poor

51 65

4150

<40

Assessor Final Comment:

PIG: (Personal Improvement Goal)

Coach Signature:

Date:

Assessor Signature:

Date:
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Appendix 4: Integrated – GAA interpretation of
LISPA Model

The LIPSA Model is recognized as the framework for sport and physical activity. The key
building block is the Active Start (Gaelic Start) and Fundamental (Physical Literacy)
Programmes from nursery age.
This builds on earlier models presented by Istvan Bayli on the Long Term Player Pathway
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